Machine Learning Techniques for Lung Cancer Risk Prediction using Text Dataset
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ABSTRACT

The early symptoms of lung cancer, a serious threat to human health, are comparable to those of the common cold and bronchitis. Clinical professionals can use machine learning techniques to customize screening and prevention strategies to the unique needs of each patient, potentially saving lives and enhancing patient care. Researchers must identify linked clinical and demographic variables from patient records and further pre-process and prepare the dataset for training a machine-learning model in order to properly predict the development of lung cancer. The goal of the study is to develop a precise and understandable machine learning (ML) model for early lung cancer prediction utilizing demographic and clinical variables, as well as to contribute to the growing field of medical research ML application that may improve healthcare outcomes. In order to create the most effective and precise predictive model, machine learning techniques like Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Naive Bayes were utilized in this article.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In todays world, lung cancer causes more deaths from cancer-related causes than any other cancer varions like breast, prostate, and colon cancers. Early lung cancer diagnosis and treatments have satisfiable consideration and positive impact on patient outcomes and mortality rates. The disease was frequently discovering at its advanced stages in many lung cancer cases since existing screening techniques are not always reliable. For the early diagnosis of lung cancer, machine-learning techniques present a viable approach [1]. Machine learning models may reliably forecast a patient's likelihood of acquiring lung cancer by identifying patterns and risk factors linked to the disease by evaluating vast databases of patient records. Using medical imaging data from CT scans and X-rays, machine-learning models have been created in recent years to help with the early identification of lung cancer. However, these techniques can be expensive and time-consuming. In this article, we explore the application of machine learning techniques to estimate the risk of lung cancer using text datasets. The model specifically looks at electronic health records (EHRs) that include patient data such as demographics, clinical notes, and medical history. We need to properly forecast a patient's risk of acquiring lung cancer by extracting pertinent elements from these text datasets and building a
machine-learning algorithm. This section tries to demonstrate overall review in studies that have analysed genetic expression data in cancer. This includes many matrices methods like (Confusion Matrix, Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1 Score), and Algorithm methods such as (Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive Bayes) to discover genes from the samples and using these expression signatures to develop cancer prediction model.

![Diagram of Causes of Lung Cancer](image)

**Figure 1. A Diagram for the causes of Lung cancer.**

Figure 1 shows the causes of lung cancer, frequently brought in the human body by various life style habitats like smoking. Both smokers and the people who have been exposed to secondhand smoke also. A few wounds might happen in non-smokers, for example, individuals presented to radon gas, openness to cancer-causing agents, and a family background of cellular breakdown in the lungs.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Firstly, the article [4] presented a features based on deep learning and in performance-wise, the sample beat conventional machine learning strategy. For the deep learning sample, the method obtained a value of 0.5 for the regression strategy and a maximum accuracy of 71.18 percent for the classification approach. However, the regression sample RMSE for the conventional machine learning models remained constant at 14.87 and 61.12 percent, respectively. In article [5], about 34% of lung malignancies seen in pulmonary nodules, which are rounded or unequal lesions in the lungs. As a result, pulmonary nodule diagnosis is crucial for the early discovery of lung cancer. The findings of the experiment demonstrate that the convolutional neural network-based method for identifying and detecting lung cancer has a greater level of accuracy. In addition, the article [6] considers Web of Science (WoS) articles and book reviews database where it leads the researchers used bibliometric to conduct a quantitative analyses of survey produce in the 24 nations that are at the top of the world for cancer research. The analysis includes 32,161 research papers on lung cancer from 2085 distinct journals. Around 5.6% of all cancer researches were focused on lung cancer in 2013, and around 1.2% increase since 2004. The information shows that, despite the significant clinical, societal, and financial consequences linked with lung cancer, the amount of global research output trails substantially back of malignancies.

In article [7], the prognosis for locally progressing, incurable non-small cell lung cancer is steadily produce better results by the inclusion of chemotherapy to radical radiotherapy and new radiotherapy treatments. With current drugs being better tolerate and resulting in an improvement in quality of life,
chemotherapy gives moderate survival improvements for individuals with non-small cell lung cancer. Article [8] presented better results of the median (interquartile range) age of the 17 322 NSCLC patients, where its included 68 (61.74), and 13 361 (77.1%) of them were white in the evaluation criteria. 10 273 stage I tumours (59.3% of all cancers) and 11 985 adenocarcinomas (69.2% of all tumours) accounted for the bulk of tumours. A follow-up period of 24 (10–43) months was the median (interquartile range). During the follow-up period, 3119 patients passed away because of lung cancer.

The article [9] presented as Lung cancer is serious cause for cancer-related fatalities in whole world. Lung cancer mortality rate is reduced by 20% to 24% when lung cancer is screened for on a chest computed tomography (CT) scan. In article [10]. With the use of CT scan pictures a detailed scanning method excavated using a new technical strategy, the challenge of identifying benign and malignant kinds of lung cancer may be solved, aiding in the medical community's ability to diagnose lung cancer more easily. According to the system trial, the accuracy rate for predicting whether a lung cancer diagnosis is benign or malignant is 83.33%. The article [11] concentrates more on age, CT and PET risk, and risk of OS been used to predict while the PET risk has a negative impact on OS with an HR of 0.67 (covering impact). The CT danger has a positive impact on OS with an HR of 1.35 (an enhanced risk), and the article tries to prove the age has a negligible impact.

In article [12], the authors consider the population level of US, NSCLC mortality rate which falls considerably between 2013 and 2016, whereas survival after diagnosis were showed as increased significantly. This study predicts a decrease in incidence associated with medical advancements, notably the usage and approvals of targeted medicines. Article [13] projects a technical attempt to create an automated system for detecting lung cancer. The methods used in this study produced a hospital database accuracy of 92%. This technology attempts to improve the lung cancer detection system's precision and speed. Additionally, it aids in earlier cancer detection.

In article [14], the patients with early-phase inoperable lung cancer now receives stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) as the reasonable level of care. The majority of these patients are seniors and mutation in the EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor). To determine how aging and the EGFR switch affected therapy outcomes and toxicity, the article looked at the medical records of 71 patients who got SABR at Taipei Veterans General Hospital through 2015 and 2021 and had incurable, early-stage non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) or stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) can finish the treatment in one to two weeks. These findings show that SABR efficacy and safety in patients with early-stage, incurable NSCLC were unaffected by age or EGFR mutation status. 37 (52.1%) of these patients were 80 years of age or older, 50 (70.4%) had T1 illnesses, and 21 (29.6%) had T2 diseases. 33 (46.5%) patients’ EGFR mutation status was known, and 16 (51.5%) of those patients had a mutation.

In article [15], the authors presented numerous advantages of using early cancer diagnosis to predict survival rates. Through deep learning methods, a strategical approach has been developed and a number of survival prediction models for lung cancer patients and tackle the classification and regression of cancer survival issues presented. We have examined the presentation across three of the most famous profound learning structures - Counterfeit Brain Organizations (ANN), Convolutional Brain Organizations (CNN), and Intermittent Brain Organizations (RNN) while looking at the performing of profound learning models opposed to the conventional AI sample. In both classification and regression methods, the deep learning models outperformed the traditional machine learning models in terms of performance. The researchers obtained 0.5 rate for the regression approach and a maximum accuracy of 71.18 percent while the classification method for the deep learning models. The RMSE in regression model for the traditional machine learning models remains unchanged at 14.87 percent and 61.12 percent, respectively.

In article [16], the authors facilitated an early detection mechanism by the study of recent years. AI and machine learning have been studied and utilized in this disease's early detection. New methods have been developed by combining data detection and processing of biomedical images. On a lung cancer disease dataset, machine learning algorithms were used to classify images and calculate accuracy, sensitivity, and other metrics in this paper. The initial stage of lung cancer has been analyzed using the K-NN, Random Forest, and SVM algorithms. Its may take the resultant decision of lung cancer affected rate that it has higher death rate than other types of cancer. It is possible to treat the disease promptly and save lives in case it may detect earlier. CT imaging has been adopted by a wide margin more trusted and exact approach to distinguishing disease improvement in lungs since uncovering any thought unsuspected cellular breakdown
in the lungs nodules is capable as well. However, since the intensity of CT images varies, precise detection remains a significant challenge. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has emerged as a major supporting strategy in the fight against this issue. In addition, research is going on this area of lung cancer detection in order to achieve 100% detection accuracy. In this article, cutting edge innovations utilized for expectation of cellular breakdown in the lungs utilizing pictures from CT filter are talked about and an examination is led them to distinguish top method. 3 classifiers (K-NN, Irregular woods and SVM) used as the resultant variations and based on the outcomes and comparison, the authors determined that Random Forest, followed by SVM, with an accuracy of 82.1 percent, produced top results among the three algorithms.

In article [17], a survey has been made on the study of give an outline of AI based approaches that reinforce the changing parts of cellular breakdown in the lung’s conclusion and treatment, including early location, assistant finding, forecast expectation and immunotherapy practice. Around 2.20 million new patients were determined with cellular breakdown in the lungs every year, and 75% of them pass on in the span of five years of analysis. The intricacy of cancer cells that causes medication resistance and the high intra-tumor heterogeneity (ITH) make treating cancer more challenging. The continual advancement of cancer research technology over the past few decades has led to the formation of multiple clinical, medical imaging, and genomic databases as a result of numerous big collaborative cancer projects. These databases make it simpler for researchers to look into full patterns of lung cancer, from diagnosis to treatment and responses to clinical consequences. Current research on –omics analysis, encompassing genomes, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics, has particularly improved our research tools and capacities. Chest screening with low-dose calculate tomography (CT) is the main technique for monitoring people who are at risk for lung cancer. The goal of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system is to increase the effectiveness of diagnostics by assisting physicians with the interpretation of medical imaging data.

Article [18] presented a prototype model for the treatment of lung cancer which can be created without endangering the environment by utilizing the most recent developments in computational intelligence. The system get saves the time and money since it may cut down on the amount of resources that are squandered and the amount of labor required to do manual tasks. The detection process from the lung cancer dataset was optimized using a machine learning model built on support vector machine (SVM) architecture. An SVM classifier is utilized to categorize lung cancer patients according to their symptoms, and Python is used to enhance the model’s implementation. We evaluated the effectiveness of our SVM model using a variety of criteria to build model based architecture. Pneumonic illness accounted for over 13% of all malignant growth analyses in the US in 2015, according to several studies. According to the American Cancer Society, 27% of all cancer-related fatalities thought to be caused by lung cancer. As a result, it’s important to properly assess and monitor lung nodules during its development stages also. The aim of this survey is to explore the growth and progression of cancer using the ML and DL methodologies for growth and progression prediction.

In conclusion, the literature review provides a comprehensive overview of lung cancer, its causes, diagnosis, and treatment options. It highlights the importance of prevention and early detection in upgrade outcomes for lung cancer patients. Moreover, researches anticipated to identify new therapy options and upgrade the overall survival rates for lung cancer patients.

3. METHODOLOGY

A combination of data collection, preprocessing, model development, validation, optimization, and interpretation have used in this article as a research method for machine learning methods for the prediction of lung cancer risk using text datasets in order to create an accurate and dependable predictive model for this crucial health issue. This research depended on mixed approach (quantitative and qualitative) and used secondary data form for the beter result. This experimental research run through various health based criteria and formulated an approach with a mixed algorithmic model.

Proposed System: After pre-processing, the data are now being ready to use in a model creation. The build model procedure requires the use of machine learning algorithms and a preprocessed dataset. Some of the techniques employed includes LR, DT, and RF classification. There are certain number of factors that have been evaluated and tested in this article. The diagrammatic depiction of the designed system is displayed in Figure 2. The following subsections cover all of the block diagram's elements in detail [20]. The techniques of text data gathering might be adopted is survey research.
Figure 2. A Diagram for production of Lung cancer.

There are several reasons should be in consider while survey research might be used in lung cancer research:

**Recognizing risk factors:** Survey research may be used to collect information on habits, way of life, and environmental elements that may raise the risk of lung cancer. This information might be used by researchers to spot trends and disease-related risk factors.

**Understanding patient experiences:** Survey research can also be utilized to comprehend patient experiences after receiving a lung cancer diagnosis. Researchers can learn about symptoms, treatment experiences, and quality of life concerns by interviewing patients.

**Evaluation of interventions:** Survey research can be used to assess the efficacy of lung cancer prevention or treatment programs. For instance, surveys might be used by researchers to collect information on lung cancer screening programs or initiatives to help smokers quit.

In general, survey research is highly useful method for obtaining information on many aspects of lung cancer, which can serve to guide preventative and treatment plans. [21]

### 3.1. Data preprocessing

Because of missing values and/or noisy data, the quality of the raw data might be worse than the quality of the final forecast. In order to make data more suitable for mining and analysis, preprocessing is required and a thorough redundant values decrease, characteristic selection and data discretization is performed. Class balancing using a resampling approach is another component of data preparation. We used the structural specification of SMOTE in the suggested framework to alleviate the uneven division of the participants across the lung cancer and non-lung cancer group. More particularly, the participants were evenly distributed because the minority group, in the lung cancer condition was excessive in certain conditions. Additionally, no data inforrceme nt or dropping was used because there were no missing or null values.

Each participant's gender and the age group in which they belong shown in Figure 3 together with the distribution of students in each class. With regard to the lung cancer class specificat1on, the second figure part shows that a sizable portion of the participants are over 80 years old, while the second, most common age range is between 30-82. Additionally, we can see from this figure that lung cancer primarily affects elderly people. In contrast, In the left figure, a sizable portion of the participants are over 75 years old, while the second, most common age range is between 38 and 79. Additionally, we can see from this figure that lung cancer primarily affects elderly people. According to Figure 3, there were around 27% and 36% more women
than men affected by lung cancer. That indicates although the lung cancer still affects both men and women, men are 9% more likely to develop the disease.

![Figure 3. Participants distribution per age group and gender type in the balanced dataset.](image)

A recurrence dispersion with infinite classes shown via a histogram. It is an outline of a region comprised of square shapes with bases at the spans of the contrasting classes and regions proportionate to the frequencies of the contrasting classes. The square shapes are connected as the base fills up the areas between the class borders. The proportions of the squares that make up the statures correspond to the relative class frequencies and recurrence densities for various classes. Some key characteristics of the histograms are illustrated in Figure 4. The distribution of the dataset is shown in the histogram.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Models capabilities, model predictions, analysis, and results are covered in this section with discussion. Figure 4, 5, 6 and 7 demonstrate the ML models performance, exclusively for the lung cancer class, in terms of precision, recall, Accuracy and F1 score.

![Figure 4. Performance Metrics for Accuracy](image)
Table 1 and the figure demonstrates unequivocally that the RF model is the most effective one among those models. Focusing on the performance metrics Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 Score the RF models have more performance which show that, with a high accuracy of 90.32%, Precision of 89.82%,
Recall 90.32% and F1 Score 89.29 can successfully identify the lung cancer from the non-lung cancer instances.

Table 1. Performance of ML models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>89.22</td>
<td>88.72</td>
<td>89.22</td>
<td>88.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>87.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>90.32</td>
<td>89.82</td>
<td>90.32</td>
<td>89.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>87.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>85.64</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>85.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>86.91</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we compare our results with others the copies of those found in past investigations are contrasted in Table 2 as shown that we got the best results in Random Forest.

Table 2. Proposed and Exiting Work Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exiting article [16]</th>
<th>Proposed Random Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
<td>90.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>89.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>78.2%</td>
<td>90.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>87.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION
To conclude, factors can be extracted from massive databases of patient records by machine learning algorithms, which can then be used to forecast the likelihood of developing lung cancer with high accuracy. This might improve patient outcomes and save healthcare costs by allowing for an earlier diagnosis and better disease treatment. The study assessed how well different algorithms were able to forecast the development of lung cancer in the individuals. The outcomes demonstrated that the random forest algorithm surpassed the competition in terms of better performance.
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